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René Girard's Mimetic Theory
René Girard’s mimetic theory states that we desire objects because we see others
desiring them. He writes, “[The modern world] wants desire to be strictly individual,
unique. In other words, the attachment to the object of desire is, in a way,
predetermined. If desire is only mine, I will always desire the same things.” Desire can
only become mobile, something different than mere instinct, Girard continues, when a
model is introduced – a figure exhibiting desire for an object, and thus inciting the
subject to also desire it.

Mimetic Theory in The Hobbit
The Arkenstone as Object

Renunciation: Changing Object of Desire

“[It] is worth more than a river of gold in itself, and to me it is
beyond price. That stone of all the treasure I name unto myself, and I
will be avenged on anyone who finds it and withholds it.” - Thorin
The Arkenstone is a symbol of kingship. In
desiring to possess this jewel, Thorin desires
proof of his power. This is mimetic in several
ways – the dragon Smaug stands as Thorin’s
rival for the entire hoard of treasure. Bilbo,
when he takes the Arkenstone, is also a rival
to Thorin. In addition, Thorin’s ancestors act
as mediators in his triangular desire for the
Arkenstone – they possessed it during their
kingships, so Thorin desires it as well.

The Internal Model of Desire

If the model and the subject are on the same social plane, and can actively compete
for and deprive each other of the object, the triangle of desire soon turns to one of
rivalry and hatred – an internal, or mirrored, model of desire:

Object of Desire

Conclusion

Bilbo’s object of desire changes from that of the Arkenstone itself to
peace. In stepping out of the triangle of desire formed between
himself, Thorin, and the Arkenstone, Bilbo attempts to use the stone to
end the rivalry between the Dwarves and Bard over the rest of the
dragon-treasure. Bilbo manages to step out of the triangle of mimesis,
change his object of desire, and use his original misdeed (stealing the
Arkenstone) in an attempt to end the rivalry over the jewel completely.
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Scapegoating in The Hobbit
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“[T]he Goblins were the foes of all, and at their coming all other
quarrels were forgotten.”
Tolkien's statement here echoes almost exactly Girard’s definition
of a scapegoat as a victim who “becomes the common enemy of the
entire community.” The Dwarves, Elves, and Men work together to
scapegoat and overthrow their common enemy, the Goblins.

The Elvenking also experiences a change in objects of desire. He
originally sets out from Mirkwood intending to claim a share of the
dragon-treasure. However, on meeting the suffering survivors of
Smaug's attack on Laketown, who beg him for help, he has pity on
them and goes to their aid instead. Thus, the Elvenking’s desire
changes from a longing for riches to a desire to aid Bard’s people.
After the Elvenking sees the destruction of Laketown, Tolkien does not
again mention his desire for gold.

Rivalry/Mirroring

Mimetic Theory in The Lord of the Rings
The External Model of Desire

If subject and model are not part of the same social sphere, if the model is out of
reach of the subject, the joint desire for an object turns the subject’s desire to devotion
and reverence – or hate – towards the model. This is an external, or mediated, model
of desire, and in this case, the model becomes known as a mediator:

The Ring as Both Object and Model/Mediator

The triangle of desire of which the Ring is object is complex. In the process of forming the Ring, Sauron let a part of his strength, his essence, pass
into it. Thus, Sauron’s Ring contains pieces of Sauron’s own will. This means that even with Sauron himself absent, the Ring carries a mediator,
model, and rival with it, which causes all relationships between the Ring and anyone in contact with it to be of triangular rivalry or mediation. Even
when Sauron is not actively in possession of the Ring, the object of desire, still he is a mediator or model and rival for any who bears the Ring.

Mediator
The Ring as Secondary Object

The Ring is truly a means to power. Whether it is power through knowledge, through wealth, or through manipulation, the chief end of the
Ring’s design is to enhance the bearer’s own power with the power vested in it by Sauron. Thus, the Ring is not the ultimate object of desire. Rather,
the ultimate, or “primary,” object is power and control. The Ring is a “secondary object” – merely a means of reaching that power. This leads to the
loss of individuality and the desire to be Another by eventually causing the Ring's bearer to fall into the same evil that Sauron works in Middle-earth.
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Girard’s theory also includes the concept of scapegoating. As the rivalry caused
by a common object of desire becomes more and more violent, Girard writes, a state
of “radical crisis of all against all” is created. From this position of conflict, Girard
continues, reconciliation is gained by “the convergence of all collective anger and
rage towards a random victim, a scapegoat, designated by mimeticism itself, and
unanimously adopted as such.” In other words, the only way in which such a crisis of
desire and rivalry can be alleviated is by bringing in an innocent third party, onto
whom all the blame and anger can be directed, though in actuality the scapegoat may
be no more guilty than anyone else.

These elements of desire, rivalry, envy, and scapegoating appear in many places
throughout Tolkien’s work, especially in conjunction with objects that grant or
symbolize power, such as the Arkenstone of The Hobbit and the One Ring of The Lord
of the Rings.
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Diagrams based on those by Fox, “The Turn.”

The Ring as
Secondary Object
“Perhaps we grows very strong,
stronger than Wraiths. Lord
Smeagol? Gollum the Great? The
Gollum! Eat fish every day, three
times a day; fresh from the sea.
Most Precious Gollum! Must
have it.” - Gollum

Tolkien’s ideas of power tie closely with Girard’s concepts of mimetic desire,
rivalry, individuality, and the desire to be Another. The Lord of the Rings and The
Hobbit are filled with countless other examples of mimeticism being played out,
from the characters of Bard, Smaug, and the Master of Laketown to Faramir, Tom
Bombadil, Galadrial, and many others. Tolkien’s legendarium contains manifold
mysteries. Myth and magic, power and corruption, enchantment and eucatastrophe
fill the pages of his works, leaving their mark over and again in the rich weave of
his stories. With such a vast spread of history, Middle-earth provides more than
enough ground for any scholar to delve into,
and may be looked at through countless
different theoretical lenses. René Girard’s
theory of mimetic desire upholds and
encircles many of Tolkien’s ideas, making clear
aspects that aid readers in reaching a deeper
understanding of Tolkien’s work. Focusing on
the texts of The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings,
one may examine Tolkien’s understanding and
portrayal of power and the ways in which his
use of objects such as the One Ring and the
Arkenstone align with Girard’s theories. Viewing
these works through the lens of mimesis in this
manner aids in creating an understanding of the
power the Ring holds over those who bear it,
and the power of the Arkenstone to cause
division among the Peoples of Middle-earth.
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Through an examination of the characters
central to these stories, such as Bilbo and Frodo,
one uncovers the significance of the renunciation of objects of desire and power.
This important turning away from the object of desire impacts Girard's mimetic
theory by integrating the renunciation of mimetic rivalry with other heroic
qualities, and using these combined ideas bring about a new understanding of
Tolkien's heroes. Tolkien’s portrayal of power in The Lord of the Rings and The
Hobbit and his use of the Arkenstone and the One Ring coincide smoothly with
Girard’s theories, leaving scholars and literary theorists with a wealth of
discoveries to make.

Sauron's
will within
the Ring

“Hobbits are an unobtrusive but
very ancient people...they love
peace and quiet and good tilled
earth...laugh they did, and eat,
and drink, often and heartily,
being fond of simple jests at all
times...” - Tolkien
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